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The Endtimes
Are Now!
News headlines related to biblical prophecies about the end times.

A Victorious Future
God’s church has a brillant,
shining future. We will not
cower to the fear that the
enemy places in our paths,
but will move forward as
offensive conquering soldiers of the King.
Let us make sure we have
on the full kingdom armor.
(Eph. 6:14-18) “For we wrestle not
against flesh and blood, but
against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of
the darkness of this world,
against spiritual wickedness
in high places” (Eph. 6:12).
Soon God will catch away
His bride; our battles will be
over; our eternity in His
presence secure. While we
rejoice in heaven, Israel and
all the kingdoms of man will
come under the wrath of
God during the great tribulation culminating at the Battle
of Armageddon. God will
then turn back to the remanent of Israel and set up His
kingdom on earth where
righteousness will reign.
Finally there will be peace
on earth and good will toward men.
(Rev. 16:14 - Rev. 19:11-21)

Stay on the offensive for the
Kingdom. We are victors
and we’re almost there.

Pope Blesses Economic Council
Twenty-seven leaders of the world’s
biggest businesses including CEOs
of Bank of America, Johnson and
Johnson, Salesforce, and MasterCard, recently announced a partnership with the pope (NBC News, December
8, 2020). The Council for Inclusive
Capitalism recently met with the
Vatican and intends to “create a
more inclusive, fair, and sustainable
economic landscape by taking
pledges toward sustainable development goals focused on areas
such as climate action, peace and
justice, quality education, and gen-

der equality.” In the past, the pope
has made negative statements
about capitalism. However, he
recently stated that “an economic
system that is fair, trustworthy,
and capable of addressing the
most profound challenges facing
humanity and our planet is urgently needed.” The Council’s
members represent over $2.1
trillion in capital investments and
over 200 million workers. The
group plans to meet each
year with Pope Francis. Revela-

tion 18 makes clear that a coming European “beast” power will
wield tremendous influence on
global trade at the end of this
age. This economic powerhouse
will be backed by a great
church, as described in Revelation 13 and 17. For students of
Bible prophecy, it should be no
surprise to see the Vatican involving itself in global trade. The
Roman Catholic Church has a
long history of being involved in
international dealings and mone-

The Great Reset - World Government
'The Great Reset' is Just an Updated Blueprint for
The New World Order. The New York Times put
out fake news when they told all of us that "the Great
Reset" is just a "conspiracy theory", and they owe all
of us a major apology. According to the World Economic Forum, "the Great Reset" is a "unique window
of opportunity" for global leaders to shape "the future
state of global relations, the direction of national
economies, the priorities of societies, the nature of
business models, and the management of a global
commons". Every country from the United States to
China must participate, and every industry from oil
and gas to tech must be transformed. In short, we
need a "Great Reset" of capitalism. That definitely
sets off alarm bells. When people start talking about
dramatic changes to capitalism, usually what they
mean is that we should move even more in the direction of socialism. According to Schwab, there are
three main components to "the Great Reset". (1)
The reforming of our economic systems so that they
will "promote more equitable outcomes.” (2) Involves
massive government investments in "green" urban
infrastructure and other similar projects.” (3) Schwab
envisions applying the "innovations" that we have
witnessed during the COVID pandemic as a model

for "every sector" of society. In other words, he
thinks that the global response to the COVID pandemic can be a blueprint for governing every area of
our lives moving forward. The globalists envision a
"sustainable" future in which all forms of human
activity are very closely monitored and controlled for
"the good of the planet". Of course in order for the
globalists to get the United States on board with this
"Great Reset", they will need to get Donald Trump
out of the way first. President Trump is a Nationalist, unwilling to surrender our citizens to global laws.
The annual meeting of the World Economic Forum
has been postponed from January to early summer
to assure the safety of the health of its partners.
During January, the Forum will digitally convene
high-level “Davos Dialogues”. Since February, almost 1,800 organizations from business, government and civil society have joined the WEF’s COVID
Action Platform following the outbreak of the pandemic. In September, the Forum's Sustainable Development Impact Summit will bring the core principles of the Great Reset into focus, asking all of us
how we can contribute to a more sustainable and
inclusive future. (prophecynewswatch.com 11/23, worldeconomic
forum.org)

How Far America Has Fallen!
Next In The Queue: Polyamory Movement
Demands Acceptance. Pro-family activists
said that polygamy and polyamory would be next in the
queue after marriage was
redefined by Obergefell, and
everything is unfolding right
on schedule. Children are
usually involved and utilized
as evidence that legal recognition of alternative family
arrangements are necessary. Finally, the
courts cave, predictably announcing that they
are only recognizing an already-existing reality rather than making a substantial change.
California, 2017, a "throuple" of men successfully petitioned a judge to put all three of them
on the birth certificate of a little girl named
Piper. The three homosexual men discussed
having children and were offered embryos by
a female friend. The men had been given
children, and now they needed to rent a
womb. Another friend offered to be the surrogate for the embryos and Piper was born,

followed several years later by Parker. Now,
the three men just needed legal recognition for
their arrangement and appealed to a San Diego
judge to be recognized as
three fathers. “She looked
at all the options and found
a way to use existing laws
to give us the first birth
certificate of its kind anywhere." This, predictably,
has been hailed as a landmark loophole for
polyamorous throuples and a potential path to
legal recognition for a variety of arrangements.
(prophecynewswatch.com 12/20)

NASDAQ Threatens to Drop Companies
That Don't Hire LGBT Board Members. In a
bombshell announcement, the stock exchange
is threatening to drop companies who don't
meet certain LGBT, race, and gender quotas
on their boards of directors. It's the latest shoe
to drop in the march to trample the free market
and replace it with woke activism.

Congress Has Officially Gone Gender
Crazy. The opening prayer for the 117th
Congress was offered in "the name of the
monotheistic God, Brahma, and 'god' known
by many names by many different faiths." And
it concludes with, "Amen and A-woman."
Additionally, gendered terms such as father,
mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, husband, wife etc. will not be used in Congress
but replaced with terms such as parent, child,
sibling, spouse, etc. Because of where this
“insanity” could lead, it should be taken with
all seriousness. We can be compassionate to
people in their struggles without engaging in
gender madness. (onenewsnow.com 1/5)
Franklin Graham: Hatred toward Christians
Incredible. “I think we are in a moral freefall
in this country,” he said. “And the only hope
for our country is God. And for that to happen
we’ve got to come to Him in repentance, turning from our sins, and putting our faith and
trust in Jesus Christ. (endtime.com 11/27)

(prophecynewswatch.com 1/2)

Is the Stage Being Set for the Third Temple?
Top Gaza Academic: Palestinians Fear
UAE Will Help Israel Build 3rd Temple.
“And it shall come to pass in the last days, that
the mountain of the LORD’s house shall be
established in the top of the mountains, and
shall be exalted above the hills, and all nations
shall flow into it” (Isaiah 2:2).
In a recent op-ed in the Middle East Monitor,
Dean of Political Science at the Umma Open
University in Gaza, Dr. Amer, lamented the
UAE’s alleged foothold in the Temple Mount
and more specifically the Al Aksa Mosque.
Amer accuses the Emiratis of having a record
for selling real estate they acquired to a Jewish organization. This development is reason
to believe that the UAE will help Israel build
the third Temple saying: “This raises the Palestinians’ fear that the next stage might signal
the start of building the alleged synagogue

the government. He stated, “Someone who
with the contribution of the UAE authorities.”
Amer backs his claim with the fact that the UAE represents Israel cannot be disconnected from
the Creator. We
already constructed a Hindu temple
in Dubai and opened a synagogue in The Antichrist will make a 7-year cove- are all anticipatAbu Dhabi. The professor also says nant with Israel during which the third ing the Redemption. This is far
that Israel, with the help of Sunni
Temple will be constructed.
more important
Gulf states such as the UAE, Jorthan anything
dan, and Saudi Arabia is making an
material." Vaturi
attempt to push Turkish influence
admitted that the
out in Jerusalem. (israelbreakingnews.com
12/28)
experience was
Another Israeli Lawmaker Enters
powerfully perTemple Mount, Calls for Building
sonal but he
3rd Temple. Nissim Vaturi, a new
took the opportumember of Knesset and resident of the Golan
nity to make a nationalist expression. Vaturi is
firmly established his political path with a pow- the second Likud Knesset member this month
erful act of faith by ascending to the Temple
to not only enter the Temple Mount, but to call
Mount on Sunday and praying. He stepped up, for the construction of the third Temple.
(breakingisraelnews.com 12/29)
representing a unique and necessary voice in

Other News
Prophecy Unfolding: More Members of Lost
Tribe Immigrate/Return to Israel. The Bnei
Menashe, or sons of Manasseh, from Mizoram
and Manipur claim descent from one of the ten
lost tribes of Israel who were sent into exile by
the Assyrian empire more than 27 centuries
ago. Tonight, 250 members of the Bnei Me-

Iran confirms it Has Begun Enriching Uranium to 20% in Breach of Nuclear Pact.
‘Our Whole Community is in Joy’: MoIAEA verifies violation at underground Fordo
rocco’s Jews Toast Normalization With
facility. Iranian FM claims government was
Israel. Moroccan Jews and Muslims celebrate legally bound to take step and says move ‘fully
agreement that provides for full ties, including reversible upon FULL compliance by ALL.
(timesofisrael.com 1/5)
liaison offices and direct flights. (timesofisrael.com
nashe will make Aliyah and return to Israel.
(prophecynewswatch.com 1/2)
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